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70.025   Saint Germain’s Freedom and Abundance            
I AM Affirmations

      I AM freedom’s abundance now.

      I AM freedom to be God now.

      I AM freedom’s birthright for every soul.

      I AM the living light of cosmic freedom, blessing all life 
with God’s abundance and joy.

      I AM freedom’s song within as I manifest my abundant life.

      I AM abundantly blessing all life with freedom’s way, truth 
and life.

      I AM freedom from want, lack and human desire as I embrace
abundance, opulence and divine light. 

      I AM abundantly and liberally expressing my Godhood
through freedom’s graces and gifts.

      I AM freedom here and now—manifesting my abundant life 
and serving God in all sentient beings.

      I AM abundantly giving and receiving the light of freedom 
on behalf of all souls.

      I AM freedom in action through abundant and right thought,
speech and livelihood.

      I AM discovering my inner abundance daily because I AM 
freedom.

      I AM the freedom flame in action as I live in the light of God’s
abundance and joy.

      I AM the flowering of abundance in my daily life as I proclaim
freedom everywhere.
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      I AM freedom’s light as an alchemist with Saint Germain and
Fortuna, living abundantly and righteously.

      I AM come that all might have life and that more abundantly
within freedom’s flame whereby all ascend in spirit 
to know God fully.

      I AM alive in freedom’s light, abundantly manifesting my destiny
and shining forth my radiance each hour of each day.

      I AM perfusing the light of freedom through my abundant life 
to the cosmos.

      I AM the grace of abundance, joyfully accepting what God has
bestowed unto me as the light of freedom to be his son, his
daughter.

      I AM freedom in action, flowering as a Christed and Buddhic
one and abundantly giving the gifts of the Spirit, the blessings 
of my Presence to all life.




